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Journey to the Circus

Once upon a time in a land far away, there was a Adjective princess. Her name was Proper noun .

She had a best friend named Proper noun and he was a rabbit. One day they went to a circus, where they

saw Noun doing the trapeze, Noun riding elephants, and Noun eating pie.

proper noun and proper noun decided that they wanted to be in the circus. So, they went home,

packed their belongings, and set out to find the circus manager. They knew that he was hiding, because he only

hired people and animals smart enough to find him.

They traveled to the land of Funny word where they found a little old man. He said he knew where the

circus manager was. "Go up over the Adjective mountain, then take the bridge over the river. Find a

dragon and fly him up to the Cloud Kingdom where there is a Adjective slide leading to the Caves of

Adjective . In the cave with the sky, you will find the circus manager!"; The two friends were a little bit

confused by the directions, but they took the map he handed them and they set off again.

After a few hours, they reached the adjective mountains. It was very Adjective and hard to climb,

but they started climbing anyway. They fell off a few times, but eventually they made it to the top. Then they

slid down the other slide on their Body part (plural) .

They continued on their journey, and found the river. The river was very Adjective it could kill you if

you



fell in! And the bridge was losing all sorts of things, so it was very hard to cross. proper noun threw

proper noun over to the other side, then she Adverb crossed the Adjective and

Adjective bridge.

Soon they came across a Adjective dragon sitting in the road. "Excuse me, dragon, but can you fly us up

to the Cloud Kingdom? We are trying to find the circus manager!"; He said that he would, but in return they

would have to ask the circus manager to let him join, too. So proper noun and proper noun hopped

on the dragon's back and they Past tense verb up to the Cloud Kingdom. The cloud kingdom was super

Adjective But they didn't stay there for long, because soon they found the slide. All three of them slid

down and came across 3 caves. What did the little man mean by the cave with the sky? Then they saw that the

first two caves were normal and made out of Plural noun but the last cave had a sky painted all over it.

They ran to the entrance, and inside they found the circus manager! The circus manager let them join as soon as

they asked because they successfully completed the journey. They did it!
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